The relevance of the paper is determined by the intensification of international and intercultural contacts contributing to further promotion of the Russian language lexical system enrichment. The paper is devoted to the study and scientific analysis of neologisms of the French origin in the Russian language of modern period in terms of semantic adaptation of the foreign word in the recipient language. The basic mechanisms of reception and adaptation of the French language ethno-cultural components in the Russian language were identified through the analysis of various sources, including etymological, defining, and foreign dictionaries. This article describes four basic mechanisms of lexical-semantic assimilation of the foreign words in the Russian language environment (narrowing or expanding of the semantic range of a word; semantic structure sustainability; semantic shift). The study data of the article suggest the universal character of the proposed analysis criteria that can be applied to foreign language vocabulary of any language of any etymology.
Introduction
The problem of language contact and borrowings is one of the central issues in historical and modern lexicology. It is a common knowledge that borrowing is one of the most important universal sources of any language vocabulary replenishment.
This problem is particularly relevant in the Russian language of the contemporary history due to the dramatic socio-economic transformation of the Russian society, the development of international cooperation and intercultural communication. At present, close international cooperation contributes to an active process of enriching the vocabulary of the Russian language lexical units of foreign origin. English, French, German, and some oriental languages are singled out by the scientists as the dominant source languages.
Vocabulary of the French origin represents a significant corpus in the modern Russian standard language. The history of the Franco-Russian contacts, reflecting the political and economic relations between the two countries, intercultural relations between France and Russia, led to the emergence of quite a large number of Gallicisms in the Russian language. L.Galdi's words are still relevant: "... the systematic study of the Latin elements will significantly advance the analysis of all the words borrowed into the Russian language, as well as into other Slavic languages" (Galdi, 1958) . characteristics of language contacts and dialogue between cultures (Karabulatova, Polivara 2013; Mukhametshina, Galimullina, 2014) , as well as works dedicated to new genres and types of discourse requiring new ways of expression (Markoksiya, 2004; Hering, 2010; .
Materials and Methods
During the research we applied the methods of linguistic description (observation, description, classification, comparison) and traditional for lexical and historical studies methods of lexical-semantic, comparative analysis and the method of synchronic analysis of the language. Some aspects of the problem under study were approached using statistical methods of quantitative and percentage analysis.
Our research is based on the concept developed by Leningrad scientists E.E. Birzhakova (1972) , L.L. Koutina (1972 ), L.A. Voinova (1972 , Y.S. Sorokin (1965), which we further elaborate and apply to the French material (Gabdreeva, 2011 (Gabdreeva, , 2013 . It provides a comprehensive approach to the study of borrowed foreign vocabulary, combining phonetic, morphological and lexical-semantic aspects, and enables to trace common language trends and consistent patterns of linguistic change through the analysis of the particular words history.
Specific apparent features of the French vocabulary, as well as covert markers were identified and systematized following the works of the previous researchers (Krysin, 2000 (Krysin, , 2008 Sorokin, 1965; Gabdreeva, 2011 Gabdreeva, , 2013 ):
• letter combinations уа, фл, гл, ль (круассан, кулуары, фляк, гламур, глиссер, альтернат);
• final combination -аль, -ель, -ер, -он, -анс, -ант, -аж (аваль, гарант, антиперсипирант, хроникер, кассер, пелотон, конкорданс, винтаж, увраж, татуаж);
• prefixes сюр-, дез-(сюрреализм, дезинформация, дезинтеграция);
• particles премьер-, гала-, пресс-, порт-, аван-(премьер-министр, премьер-лига, гала-концерт, пресс-атташе, пресс-конференция, портмоне, портплед, аванпост, авангард);
• final vowel ю, и, о, е (меню, резюме, дефиле, бюстье, ню, травести, аниме, парео, индиго, бандо) et al.
However, many prototypes have no explicit formal features that should also be treated very carefully. They should not be seen in absolute terms because they may coincide with letter combinations in the original words. The key selection criterion was the principle of identification of the vocabulary of different etymology: phonetic-semantic correlation, i.e. similarity of content plane and expression plane of a prototype and a correlative word in the period of borrowing.
Results
As a rule, the assimilation of foreign language vocabulary results in transformation of its semantic structure. Comparative analysis of the semantic structure of a prototype (i.e. a French word) and a correlate (lexical innovation in the recipient language) serve to single out four types of correlation.
Narrowing of Semantic Range
The first group includes lexical units that have their semantic range being reduced or narrowed. By narrowing we mean both simplification of the semantic structure, reduction of the quantity of the word meanings, and narrowing, modification of semantic range.
Thus, in the Russian language the word кулуары means only "rooms (in the parliament, at congress), located outside the meeting room, intended for relaxation, informal meetings, exchange of ideas; informal conversation in well-informed civic circles" (Adamchik, 2007) , in contrast to the French prototype, which has rather extensive semantic structure: couloir -1. Passage ou dégagement en longueur dans un appartement, une maison, un lieu public, une voiture de chemin de fer etc. -2. Passage étroit entre deux régions, deux pays. -3. Zone d'une piste d'athlétisme délimitée par deux lignes parallèles et dans laquelle doit rester chaque concurrent pendant la course. -4. Bruits, conversations de couloirs, officieux (Larousse). The source of borrowing is the figurative meaning of the French prototype 'rumors, informal conversations in the corridors', which is absolutely not reasoned in terms of the recipient language having its own system of nominations for these realia, which determined monosemy of the borrowed word.
The same group includes noun noir, which is polysemic in French: 1. Couleur noire. -2. Matière colorante de couleur noire. -3. Etoffe noire, vêtement ou couleur de deuil. -4. Obscurité, nuit. -5. fam. Travail noir, marché noir. -6. Fiction romanesque ou cinématographique qui unit des scènes de violence à la peinture réaliste de la société sordide. -7. (avec une majuscule) Personne de la race noire (Larousse), while in the Russian language there is only one meaning of the word нуар functioning exclusively in the film and television industry, meaning "gloomy, pessimistic film".
The narrowing of the conceptual field of a foreign language word, as compared to the prototype, could be exemplified by the lexeme миллезим: millésime -chiffre indiquant l'année d'émission d'une pièce de monnaie, celle de la récolte du raisin ayant servi à faire un vin, celle de la production d'une voiture. Noun миллезим functions in the recipient language only in the field of winemaking denoting 'a year of the production of wine, brandy; wine, brandy, produced in a given year", which allows us register the narrowing of the word meaning due to its use only in a certain context.
Extension of Semantic Range
The second group comprises lexemes which are characterized by extension of the semantic range, i.e. development of semantic derivatives. Semantic development can be divided into two types according to its etymology: second borrowing and development of semantic innovations in the Russian language.
Second semantic borrowing is a linguistic phenomenon known since the middle of the 18 th century. Many researchers do not take into account the origin of the figurative meaning and suggest that semantic compounding is the principal or main feature of borrowing's adaptation, without specifying the nature of the second meaning. In our opinion, it is essential to determine the source of figurative meaning. The presence of semantic correlation between the prototype and Gallicism indicates adoption of the basic meaning, the ongoing semantic adaptation, eventually leading to the semantic delimitation, ordering of the meanings combination in the mind of a native speaker (Gabdreeva et al., 2013) .
As an example, we will consider the word аксессуар. It has the following semantic structure in the source language: аccessoire -1. Ce qui est accessoire. -2. Pièce destinée à compléter un élément principal ou à aider à son fonctionnement. -3. Elément qui s'ajoute à la toilette (sac, ceinture etc.) et avec laquel il s'harmonise par la couleur, la matière etc. -4. Objet, élément du décor, des costumes, dans une mise en scène d'une pièce du théâtre, d'un film.
Noun аксессуар that appeared in the Russian language in the 19 th century (1835), was originally documented as having the meaning "details to the picture", "accessories which furnish the main item" (Kinderevich) . The further development within the lexical system of the Russian language brings to the fore the second, figurative meaning in the source language: аксессуар -1. Item of the stage settings (spec.) -2.metaphoric. Particular feature, detail accompanying something important or essential (Ozhegov). In the Russian language of the contemporary history lexeme аксессуар has acquired another meaning, common in the fashion industry: "dress accessories -items that complement the suit (handbag, scarf, gloves, jewelry)," which was the result of second borrowing from the French language (compare «Elément qui s'ajoute à la toilette (sac, ceinture etc.) et avec laquel il s'harmonise par la couleur, la matière etc.»).
Pilote (пилот) -1. Personne qui conduit un avion, une voiture de course. -2. Professionnel qualifié qui guide les navires dans les passage difficiles, à l'entrée de ports. -4. Personne qui sert de guide. -5. Qui sert de modèle, qui ouvre la voie, se fait à l'essai: series pilotes. -6. Pilote automatique -dispositif, généralement doté d'un gyroscope qui permet la conduite d'un avion sans intervention de l'équipage ; dispositif mécasnique ou électronique qui assure à un bateau la conservation d'un cap fixé, sans intervention humaine. Noun пилот was borrowed into the Russian language with the meaning "pilot controlling the aircraft." In the last decades of the 20 th century new meanings were acquired from the field of sport: "in auto racing, bobsleigh, carting -an athlete controlling a bob, a cart, a racing car," in television: "the first test release of TV shows, series; opening night."
French word résumé (резюме) has the meaning of «exposé donnant en peu de mots l'essentiel de ce qui a été dit ou écrit». It entered the Russian language with the meaning "a summary of the essence that has been said, read or written, a brief conclusion, the result or outcome of something." In the Russian language of the most recent period lexeme резюме takes on a new meaning: "a brief autobiography submitted by a candidate to take up a certain position." Noun résumé has no such seme in the source language: the French use the abbreviation CVfrom the Latin curriculum vitae.
Тricolore (триколор) -1. Qui porte trois couleurs (bleu, blanc et rouge), emblême de la nation française, d'une fonction officielle. The lexical meaning is broader in the recipient language than in the source language: триколор means three-colour national flag. Such phrases as "the Russian tricolor", "Italian tricolor" are actively used in the Russian mass media, which affords ground to speak about the extension of the semantic field.
Oriflamme (орифламма) -1. Bannière d'apparat, longue et effilée. -2. hist. Enseigne féodale de l'abbaye de Saint-Denis, adoptée par les rois de la France du XII e au XV e siècle. The dictionaries of foreign words borrowed Couturier (кутюрье) -personne qui retouche ou confectionne les vêtements. The lexeme couturier is functioning in the similar meaning in the Russian language: "fashion designer meeting the requirements of the modern fashion."
Matraquage (матракаж) -répétition continue d'un slogan, d'une image publicitaire. The word матракаж is used in Russian with the same meaning as in French: "annoying, endlessly repeated TV commercial or radio advertising."
Semantic Shift
As for the fourth group we distinguish a class of interlingual homonyms or so-called false friends. In our view, direct Franco-Russian language contacts are also an important source of interlingual homonyms when the lexeme having an occasional meaning is borrowed into the recipient language, thus, changing both its semantic structure and the functioning sphere, which subsequently leads to a loss of links with the source language.
Analyzing the main tendencies of the Gallicisms functioning in translation of the 20 th century, N.V. Gabdreeva (2001, 2011, 2013) explains the mechanism of formation of the second type of such translation discrepancies as follows: the French original texts of the 17 th century contain words borrowed into the Russian language in the 17 th -18 th centuries. Later (in the late 18 th -early 19 th centuries) the abovementioned Gallicisms extended its range due to the meanings reappropriation as a result of which the early meanings were replaced, i.e. the original, first meanings were archaized. For a time there was a combination of 2-3 meanings, sometimes linked by a common seme, sometimes they were distinctly different from each other. In the 20 th century as a result of polysemy rupture, when the meanings differed from the original ones or were lost in the recipient language, Gallicisms in connection with semantic transformations: narrowing of the semantic structure, development of new meanings, semantic derivation -no longer denoted the notion, relevant and meaningful in the 18 th century.
Needless to say that such changes take time, which foreign language vocabulary of modern period lacks. Probably, it is the reason for relatively small number of interlingual homonyms among the newest loanwords. As an example:
M. Martysyuk reckons that this process involves two main stages: the period of a foreign word entering the recipient language and its functioning there, i.e. borrowing of words, and then development of new meanings, as well as the use of loanwords in a figurative meaning (Martysyuk, 1978) .
L.M.Rozhe distinguishes three stages of foreign words assimilation: transition; occurrence, characterized by the beginning of the gradual assimilation, extension of use; integration -complete adaptation to the rules of the borrowing language (Roger, 1985) .
According to A.A. Ivanitskaya, the process of the lexeme development also encompasses three stages: the use of a foreign word in the utterance in another language; at this stage word is used episodically; the word is more or less mismatching a new system, i.e. heterogeneity -an indicator of foreign language element comprehension; integration (Ivanitskaya, 1980) .
As follows from the analysis of lexical-semantic structure of the French prototype and the foreign word in the recipient language, the authors of this research come to conclusion that there are several important stages of the semantic adaptation of foreign words in the recipient language:
-The period of occurrence of the lexeme in the new language environment, when borrowed meanings get adopted to the new language system: -Its functioning in the recipient language, development of new meanings, the loss of the old ones etc.
The initial period of the foreign language words adaptation is often characterized by refinement, specification of borrowed, sometimes too general meanings. There are many cases when no such changes occur, since the meanings coincide both in the source language and in the recipient language, especially when it comes to terminological vocabulary. At later stages foreign language vocabulary is developing as part of the lexical system of the borrowing language and functions as an originally Russian: new meanings are developed and the old ones are archaized. Under the influence of social changes in the borrowing environment it changes its semantic structure. As a result of the influence of extralinguistic factors (the development of certain fields of science, new technologies, intercultural communication) new meanings are often borrowed for the foreign words that already exist in the language. All these factors determine the status of the French foreign language vocabulary in the Russian language of the modern period.
Conclusion
The study of the research works on language contacts, analysis of lexicographical material (dictionaries of loanwords, defining dictionaries of the Russian language, economic, legal, psychological, and other dictionaries), and other supplementary resources (fiction, translations) suggest that the French vocabulary, which is a traditional layer of Russian lexical system, continues to enrich the vocabulary of the modern Russian standard language. Borrowings from the European languages are a natural phenomenon that occurs due to a number of external (extra-linguistic) and internal (language, linguistic) reasons. The most powerful external factor influencing the language development is the process of human culture development since the language as a social phenomenon is primarily destined to serve the needs of the society.
In this study, through the analysis of the history of individual words we attempted to trace the general rules of adaptation and development of the vocabulary of the French origin in the Russian language at the semantic level.
The present study outlines numerous research perspectives: it is possible to conduct a detailed study of the French foreign vocabulary represented in different materials: the press, advertisement, fiction, Internet discourse. In addition, we consider it promising and relevant to carry out a comparative study of adaptation mechanisms specific to vocabulary of different etymologies.
